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Abstract. The UML’s Object Constraint Language provides the modeller
of object-oriented systems with ways to express the semantics of a model in
a precise and declarative manner. The constraints which can be expressed in
this language, all state requirements on the static aspects of the system. The
Object Constraint Language currently lacks a way to express that events have
happened or will happen, that signals are or will be send, or that operations
are or will be called.

This paper introduces an extension to OCL to solve the above problem: the so-called
action clause. We describe how this extension is integrated with the UML semantics to
avoid semantics overlap. It also shows that a modeler can use it to specify dynamic re-
quirements declaratively on an abstract level, without the need to use full operational
dynamic diagrams.

Keywords. UML, OCL, constraints, pre- and postconditions, invariants, actions, op-
erations, dynamic semantics.

1 Introduction

The Unified Modeling Language [1], the standard set by the Object Management Group
for object-oriented modeling and design, has rapidly gained acceptance amongst system
analysts and designers. The Object Constraint Language is a language that has been de-
fined as part of the UML. It provides the modeller of object-oriented systems with ways
to express the semantics of an object-oriented model in a very precise manner. These
semantics can be expressed in invariants, and pre- and post-conditions, which are all
forms of constraints. 

However, the constraints which can be expressed in the OCL, all state requirements on
the static aspects of the system. Even pre- and postconditions that express the semantics
of a dynamic operation, do so by comparing the system state before and after the exe-
cution. The Object Constraint Language currently lacks ways to express that events
have happened or will happen, that signals are or will be send, or that operations are or
will be called. 

When doing business modeling, as in Eriksson and Penker [2], business rules can be
written using OCL, but stimulus/response rules can not be expressed. This is certainly
a shortcoming of the language that needs to be overcome. Another need for expanding
the OCL to include more dynamics, is that when building components, the specification
of outgoing events is very important. The expectation is that the OCL will be much used
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for specifying components, therefore the language needs some manner of expressing
these outgoing events.

This paper introduces a new type of constraint to the OCL, the action clause, which
gives semantics to a model by stating dynamic requirements. The proposed action
clause is meant to be of use for modellers that use the realtime interpretation of UML,
as well as modellers that use the sequential programming interpretation. The rest of this
paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the difficulties of integrating different
views on dynamic semantics. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the action clause, its concrete
and abstract syntax, and its semantics. It shows the use in the context of an operation, a
classifier or a component. The next two sections (5 and 6) show how the action clause
in the OCL can be used to model business rules and to specify the behavior of compo-
nents. Finally, section 7 summarises this paper and draws some conclusions.

2 Issues Concerning the Dynamic Semantics of UML

Extending OCL with a construct that specifies which actions have been performed is far
from straightforward. Actions are defined in the UML 1.3 meta-model and any defini-
tion in OCL needs to be properly integrated with this definition.

One of the problems we encountered is that the dynamic concepts in the UML do not
have one well-defined semantics yet. (Currently, there is an effort undertaken within the
OMG to set a standard for the dynamic semantics of the UML, called the action seman-
tics.) The largest problem is that there seems to be a breach of understanding between
people that interpret all dynamic information in a UML model in a realtime fashion, and
people that interpret the dynamics in a more direct, sequential programming style. This
breach is clearly visible in the interpretation of the event concept, defined in the UML
as “a specification of a type of observable occurrence”. Events can be viewed either as
synchronous operation calls, or as asynchronous realtime events. The UML definition
itself [1] is written towards the realtime interpretation, and makes a sequential interpre-
tation of statecharts difficult. 

In a sequential interpretation of statecharts, an event on a transition is mapped onto an
operation of the class for which the statechart has been defined. The condition, if
present, will be mapped onto an if-statement, or a precondition. Any actions coupled to
the transition are translated to a skeleton of the method of the operation. This interpre-
tation of statechart is also called ‘protocol statecharts’ in the UML. The meaning of the
statechart in Figure 1 would be translated into the following piece of Java code.

void use() {
  if ( inState(stored) ) {
    if ( condition == good ) {
      peel(); pan.open(); setState(cooking);
    }
    if ( condition == bad ) {
      dustbin.open(); setState(thrown-out); 
    }
  }
}
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In a realtime interpretation of statecharts, an event is the reception of a signal. The sig-
nal is, either virtually, or in reality, put on an input queue when it is received by the in-
stance modelled by the statechart; the event occurs when the signal is taken out of the
input queue and processed. The meaning of the statechart in Figure 1 would then be
translated to roughly the following piece of Java code.

void eternalLoop() {
  while ( true ) do {
    Event e = takeEventFromQueue();
    if ( e == use and inState(stored) ) {
      if ( condition == good ) {
        peel(); pan.open(); setState(cooking); 
      }
      if ( condition == bad ) {
        dustbin.open(); setState(thrown-out); 
      }
    }
  }
}

Catalysis [3] is a UML based system development method that uses constraints exten-
sively. The Catalysis creators have clearly realized the need for specifying dynamic se-
mantics. In Catalysis one can specify that actions have taken place as a side-effect of
other actions. A Catalysis postcondition of an action specification may include a
“quote” of another action specification, as in

action Scheduler::cancel_session( s: Session)
post: s.confirmed ==> [[ unassign_instructor( s ) ]]

The included action is shown between the double square brackets ([[ ]]). The inclusion
means that all postconditions of the included action (in the example:
unassign_instructor) are true at the time the postcondition for the current action (in the
example: cancel_session)  is evaluated. Another option that can be expressed is the ac-
tual sending of an operation call in a synchronous manner. In that case the postcondition
of the called action must still be true at the time the postcondition for the current action

Figure 1   Example statechart
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is evaluated. Note that the term ‘action’ in Catalysis is not identical to ‘action’ in UML.
For our purposes we can view a Catalysis ‘action’ as a UML ‘operation’.

The Catalysis use of quoted actions implies a sequential interpretation. Because the
quoted actions postcondition is true, the implication is that the quoted action must be
finished before the current action may finish. Otherwise the postcondition of the quoted
action will not be true at the end of the current action.

This sequential programming view on system dynamics, can not simply be used to ex-
press dynamic semantics in the OCL. The realtime interpretation needs to be supported
as well. What’s more, there are some hidden assumptions in the Catalysis approach.
Even if a quoted action is called and finished, its postcondition will not neccesarily still
be true at the time the postcondition for the current action is evaluated. This is clearly
shown in the next example. The actions addAndDoSomething() and addHundredTo()
are specified as follows:

action SomeClass::addAndDoSomething(int a)
post: [[ addHundredTo( a ) ]]

action SomeClass::addHundredTo(int a)
post: a = a@pre + 100

And the operation addAndDoSomething() is implemented as follows:

int addAndDoSomething( int a ) {
  a:= addHundredTo(a); // post holds: a = a@pre + 100
  a:= 10;
  return a;            // postcondition now is: a = 10 
}

Although the postcondition of addHundredTo() has been true at some time during the
execution of addAndDoSomething(), it is not true any more at postcondition time.
Therefore the semantics of the Catalysis quoted action has the hidden assumption that
the postcondition of the quoted action will not be invalidated after the quoted action has
finished.

Catalysis defines a variant of the quoted action to specify that anothed action has been
invoked asynchroneously. For this the keyword sent is used. The semantics states that
the sent action is scheduled for execution at a later time. This definition needs to be
weakened to apply to the most generic case. The scheduled action could potentially al-
ready be finished before the current action finishes.

The Syntropy [4] method includes the notion of generated events to specify that events
are sent from an object. Syntropy shows generated events in state diagrams. The need
to use state diagrams for this purpose only might lead to overspecification.

The examples above clearly show the requirements on the new type of constraint we
want to define. In the OCL we need a mechanism for specifying outgoing messages that
takes into account the various interpretations of system dynamics, and a notion of time.
But if the semantics of the UML are to be strictly followed there should be no specific
hidden assumptions.
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3 The Action Clause

3.1 Abstract Syntax and Semantics
We propose to introduce in the OCL the concept ‘action clause’. An action clause con-
tains three parts:

1. the set of target instances to which the event (or events) is send, called targetSet,
2. the set of events that has been send to this targetSet, called eventSet,
3. a condition, which is optional.

In order to explain the semantics of our extension we need to introduce two virtual event
queues for each instance (either object, or component instance). One is an input queue,
one is an output queue. Naturally in object oriented systems, an operation is always ex-
ecuted by an instance. Operations are never stand-alone. This assumption is vital to our
semantics. Whenever an operation sends an event, for every target in the targetset, a
<target, event> pair is put in the virtual outputqueue of its instance (where target is the
instance to which the event is send). An underlying transport mechanism will transport
each event in the virtual output queue to the specified target. The notion of a transport
mechanism is taken from the UML, section 2.12.4 and not further specified here. 
This notion of virtual in- and outputqueues can be used in both interpretations of dy-
namic semantics. In the case of a synchronous operation call the transport will take no
time. In the realtime interpretation the virtual inputqueue will be real, and the transport
mechanism can be defined having the preferred semantics. Note that the notion of a vir-
tual input-queue is already described in the state machine section of the UML seman-
tics. 
There is a need to be specific on the topic of time, because there are a number of issues
in defining the action clause concerned with timing. For the purpose of specifying soft-
ware systems, time can be viewed as a sequence of points in time, which in the remain-
der of this paper will be called time-points. A time-point is a moment in time that has
no duration.Time-points have a monotonous ordering. If a time-point T1 is not before
a time-point T2, and not after T2, then it is equal to T2. The fundamental timing issues
are the following. (As a shorthand for “the time-point at which the postcondition is eval-
uated”, we use the notation “@post”.) Assume we have an action, where we want to
specify that, as a result of the action, some events has been sent. 

• We can not guarantee that an event that was send by the action to a certain target,
was received by that target @post (asynchronous messages). The transport mech-
anism might take a long time.

• We can not guarantee that an event that was send by the action to a certain target,
and was received by that target, is still in the inputqueue of that target at ac-
tion@post. It may be dispatched or removed in some other way (a pure realtime
view on dynamic semantics).

• We can not guarantee that the postcondition of an operation called (taking the op-
eration call view on dynamic semantics) by the action is still true at action@post.
Attribute and other values could have been changed in a number of ways after the
called operation, as is shown in the example in section 2.

• We can not guarantee that an event that was send by the action is still in the out-
putqueue of the action@post. 
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Concluding, we may say that the only thing that can reasonably be guaranteed @post,
is that an outgoing event has been in the virtual outputqueue during the execution of the
operation.Therefore our definition of an action clause is:

An action clause evaluates to true if, and only if, whenever the condi-
tion holds, the virtual outputqueue of the instance that executes the
operation has contained at some point in time during execution of the
operation, all <target, event> pairs that are specified by the combi-
nation (Carthesian product) of the targetSet and the eventSet.

This definition fits remarkably well in an object oriented view. An object can only guar-
antee its own behavior, but cannot guarantee the behavior of other objects. 

3.2 Concrete Syntax
As concrete syntax for an action clause we propose the following (there are several oth-
er concrete syntaxes possible, we are open for discussion on this point):

action: if <condition> to <targetSet> send <eventSet>

The targetSet is a list of objects reachable from the executing object (pathName in the
grammar in Warmer and Kleppe [5]), separated by comma’s. The eventSet is a list of
names with parameters between brackets (featureCall in the grammar), also separated
by comma’s. The condition can be any OCL expression of Boolean type. An example
of the usage of an action clause with an operation is:

context CustomerCard::invalidate()
pre   : none
post  : valid = false
action: if customer.special to customer
                            send politeInvalidLetter() 
action: if not customer.special to customer
                                send invalidLetter()

Room

floorNumber : Integer
roomNumber : Integer
numberOfBeds  : Integer
rent : Real

Hotel

/numberOfRooms : Integer
minFloor : Integer
maxFloor : Integer *

Guest

name: String
age : Integer
sex : {male, female}

*

rooms

room

hotel

*

/sleepsIn

guests

hotel

*
BathRoom

floorNumber : Integer
roomNumber : Integer

uses(g : Guest)
clean()

guests 0..1

0..1

bathRoom

room

roomFree(r : Room)
Figure 2   example class diagram
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An action clause for a classifier will look similar:

context CustomerCard
inv   : validFrom.isBefore(goodThru)
action: if goodThru.isAfter(Date.now) to self
                                      send invalidate()

Section 4 will explain in more detail the use of the action clause in both circumstances.

4 Use of the Action Clause 

4.1 Action Clause in an Operation Specification 
Action clauses can be used to specify an operation, as shown in the example in section
3 There remains one question to be answered: when should the condition be evaluated,
at precondition time or at postcondition time, or at some time-point in between? The op-
tion of some time-point in between is too vague to be a real option. The argument for
evaluation at precondition time is that a client of this operation has a complete specifi-
cation of the operation and can at forehand determine whether or not the events will be
send. But preconditions are always conditions on the use of the operation, they state the
responsibilities of the caller instance, not of the instance that executes the operation.

The action clause does not state a responsibility of the caller, neither does it restrict the
use of the operation. Therefore the condition will be evaluated at postcondition time.
Postconditions define what has been achieved by the operation, and so does the action
clause. To be able to reference values as they were at precondition time, the @pre-con-
struct that can be used in postconditions, can be used in the condition of the action
clause too, as in the following example.

context BathRoom::uses(g : Guest)
pre   : if room->isEmpty then g.room = self.room
                  else g.room.floorNumber = self.floorNumber 
post  : usage = usage@pre + 1
action: if usage > 10 to self send clean()

The meaning of the action clause is that the event clean will be send to the bathroom
object itself, whenever the attribute usage is greater than ten at postcondition time. 

Although we intend not to prescribe how to use the OCL, some notes on the pragmatics
of the action clause are needed. In our opinion only events generated by the current op-
eration should be specified in an action clause of an operation specification. Events send
by operations called by the current one should not be included. They will be defined in
the called operations. Tools can try to deduce the complete set of all events generated
by the operation, by combining the action clauses. 

4.2 Action Clause with a Classifier 
Another part of a system specification where the action clause is useful, is the invariant
of a classifier (e.g. a class, interface, or component). Currently, an invariant states what
should be true “at all times” for an instance of that classifier. In practice, violation of
invariants will happen. Some of these violations could be fatal, that is, the system can
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not function correctly if the invariant does not hold. Other violations may be acceptable
and only need some “mending” of the instance for the system to function properly
again. There is a need to specify what should happen when such an invariant fails. The
current invariants can still be used to specify the fatal invariants, the action clause can
be used to specify the less fatal invariants. We call this type of invariant action-invari-
ant. The meaning of the action-invariant is that at the moment the condition becomes
true, the event (or eventSet) is send to the target (or targetSet). Example:

context Room
inv   : numberOfBeds >= 1
action: if guests->isEmpty to hotel send roomFree(self)

Another reason to use action clauses on classifiers, is to simply specify outgoing events.
For instance, when an object should notify others in certain conditions, as in the Ob-
server pattern. Up to now all descriptions of external behavior were inevitably using no-
tations like sequence diagrams, as in Gamma et al. [6]. Using the action clause of OCL
we can write:

context Subject
action: if changed to self.observers send notify()

This means that as soon as the changed attribute becomes true, notify() will be send to
all observers. This is a much more abstract specification of the behavior of the Subject.
And what’s more, the above specification is correct, both for synchronous/sequential
interpretation, and for the realtime interpretation of notify(). When we use an interaction
diagram to specify this, we are forced to make the choice between both interpretations. 

Of course the Observer pattern can also be described using an operation changed() with
an action clause, instead of an attribute. It will then look like:

context Subject::changed()
post: to self.observers send notify()

As with other invariants it is up to the implementor to decide when and how to check
this action-invariant. It could be checked as part of every pre- or/and postcondition, or
on a regular basis, or whenever attribute values change, or as a database trigger, etc.

5 Business Rules

One place were the OCL has apparent use is in business modeling. When using UML
for business modeling, as done by Eriksson and Penker in [2], constraints are used to
capture business rules. Eriksson uses the categorisation of business rules as defined by
Martin and Odell [7]. They distinguish five main categories: 

An inference rule specifies a conclusion which can be made when certain conditions are
true. In OCL this can be specified using an invariant with the implies construct:

context Room
inv: self.bathRoom->notEmpty implies rent > 200

A computational rule calculates its result through some algorithm. In OCL these rules
can be specified as an invariant of the form of an equation: “attribute = <expression>”
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context Hotel
inv: numberOfRooms = rooms->size

A structural rule specifies conditions on classifiers and their associations, which should
not be violated. These rules are specified in OCL through invariants on attributes and
associations.

context Hotel
inv: rooms->includesAll(guests.room)
inv: minFloor <= maxFloor

An operational/behavioral rule defines conditions that must hold before and after an
operation is performed. In OCL these are specified using preconditions and postcondi-
tions.

context BathRoom::uses(g : Guest)
pre : if room->isEmpty then g.room = room
                   else g.room.floorNumber = self.floorNumber 
post: usage = usage@pre + 1

A stimulus response rule specifies that certain actions should be performed when cer-
tain conditions are or become true. As mentioned by Eriksson, it is not possible to spec-
ify stimulus response rules in the current OCL 1.3. Using the action clause, we can
specify stimulus response rules as follows: 

context BathRoom
action: if usage > 10 to self send clean()

A modeler doing high level business modeling can use the OCL 1.3 to specify all of the
required business rules, except for the stimulus response. Eriksson mentions that this is
not possible in the OCL because of the declarative nature of the OCL. Using the action
clause, stimulus response rules can readily be specified, while keeping the OCL fully
declarative. With the action clause extension the OCL is capable of supporting all types
of business rules.

6 Component Specification

Another place were the OCL has apparent use is in component modeling. Components
can be described by interfaces, that specify all operations for the component. Each op-
eration can be specified precisely by using pre- and postconditions written in OCL. This
however, is not enough to grasp the full semantics of a component. One aspect, which
cannot easily be described in OCL, is the fact that components also have outgoing
events. The idea of Software-ICs [8] shows components to have inputs and outputs.
Component models like Java Beans have put this into practice.

In UML one can describe outgoing events or operation calls using one of the dynamic
diagrams. In general, interaction diagrams, state diagrams, and activity diagrams can all
be used to describe outgoing traffic in one or another way. All of these diagrams focus
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on combinations of events or messages, their relative order, their choice points, etc., and
thus they describe the behavior by stating how an object works internally. For example,
when a collaboration is used to describe the behavior of an operation, the exact internal
order of processing must be specified. The same holds when an activity diagram is used
for the same purpose.

UML currently lacks a way to describe outgoing traffic at a higher level by stating what
should be outgoing. Especially when specifying the external visible behavior of com-
ponents, there is a strong need to hide the internals, but still one needs to be able to spec-
ify the outgoing events. The extension to OCL that we define in this paper, allows one
to do exactly this. This is perfectly in line with the use of OCL for pre- and postcondi-
tions, where the OCL specification also states what should be true, and not how it should
be achieved. 

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces dynamic semantics in the OCL by adding an action clause to the
language. We consider inclusion of the action clause to be a major step forward in the
OCL. For the proposal in this paper we have looked at various Uml variants that already
include a similar type of action clause. Each variant takes a specific view and is appli-
cable in certain circumstances only. Therefore we could not use their semantics directly
for a generic UML semantics. The extension described in this paper is generic and con-
forms to the 1.3 version of the UML semantics.  The definition of the action clause in
OCL integrates well with the rest of the UML semantics in several ways:

• The semantics of the action clauses is very generic. However, it follows the re-
strictions that can be laid down in a UML profile:

• if the action clause is used within a ‘sequential modeling’ profile, where all
actions are call actions, the semantics of the action clause in a postcondition
guarantees that all actions are operations calls and that all the operations calls
have finished at postcondition time.

• if the action clause is used in a real-time profile, its semantics will follow the
real-time semantics. 

• An action clause with an operation is a restriction on its implementation and
therefore on it puts restrictions on a dynamic diagram for the operation. Some-
where in the dynamic diagram, the specified action has to be performed.

Extending OCL with the action clause is an important change to the OCL and seems a
logical extension to OCL in the forthcoming version 2.0 of the UML standard. There-
fore we find it important to discuss this topic in an international forum. This paper is
one of the ways we use to peform this discussion.

As far as we are able to check, it conforms to the proposed action semantics too. If the
latter is not the case, we are in favour of changing our proposal to conform to that se-
mantics.
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